
If you’ve noticed action-movie advertisements or are even an action-movie buff, then
you know that giants continue to play a significant role in our mythic sense, just as
they have for millennia. The Bible records giant warrior Nephilim killed in Noah’s
flood, the Israelites fearing the promised land’s giant Nephilim so much as to turn the
Israelites back, and David killing the giant Goliath, among other giants the Bible
mentions or features. Other ancient people had their own giant myths, including, like
the Bible, giants killed in a great flood. Giants are features of Nordic, Islamic, and
Hindi legends, right up to our own legends of Paul Bunyan, Frankenstein, Jack’s giant
at the top of the beanstalk, and Bigfoot. Why giants, though? Isn’t life already hard
enough?

Perhaps our fascination with and fear of
giants has something to do with gigantism in
fact threatening life. The literal distortion of
the human body into gigantic proportions
can indeed shorten and threaten life. Just
look at the brief lifespan of some famous
real-life giants. God apparently didn’t design
the human body to grow to fantastic
proportions because doing so weakens the

body’s balance and systems so much as to soon end disproportionate life. But the
threat of gigantism has just as much or more to do with outsized entities of all kinds,
not just outsized humans. In many new and old myths, the legendary giants aren’t
simply disproportionate humans. They may instead be mixed beings of strange origin,
perhaps partly human but at least partly or even entirely something else.

The giants against whom we rightly struggle may not even be embodied entities at all.
They may be emergent entities, disproportionate and distorted patterns that arise and
feed from the accumulated distorted yearnings of many disordered individual souls.
That’s why we choose our communities and culture carefully. Some communities and
cultures carry very dark souls. Legendary giant figures quite well represent those
colossal lurking patterns and systems that capture and destroy faithful human souls.
Can you put a face on your giants? Doing so may help you find the smooth sling-slung
stone to take them down.


